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ABSTRACT

This application discloses a game that engages a user in
correctly reproducing the duration of notes (short, long) to
reproduce a melody from a sequence of notes. The melody
becomes recognizable when the durations are approximately
correct. As a game, the processing system may score the
selected durations and provide feedback to the gamer.
This technology can be implemented as a method, device,
system or article of manufacture. In addition, for some
jurisdictions, it can be described as Software that produces a
technical effect.
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FIG. 2
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FIG. 2C) Rounded Pattern
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FIG. 4
FIG. 4a) Tile coding scheme based on colors and fill patterns

FIG, 4b) Tile coding scheme based on characters and glyphs
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FIG, 4c) Tile coding scheme based on graphical symbols

FIG. 4d) Combination of different tile coding schemes
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trapezoid 331, circular trapezoid 335, hexagon 339, polygon
341, pentagram 345, diamond 349 and other geometric
shapes.
FIG. 4 presents different coding schemes that can be used
to indicate the musical information (pitch or pitches of
notes) attached to tiles. The coding scheme used to attach

5

the method.

said musical information to tiles can be based on different

colors or fill patterns (FIG. 4a), characters and glyphs (FIG.
4b), different graphical symbols and images that can be
rendered on computer display or touch screen (FIG. 4c) or
a combination of coding schemes at the same time (FIG. 4d).
In one implementation, different shapes and colors of tiles

10

also can be combined to indicate the musical information.

Generally, any combination of colors, glyphs and other
graphical symbols and images can be used to visualize the
musical information provided with a tile.
The game play disclosed produces the technical effect of
audibly reproducing a melody that becomes recognizable a
user selects an approximately correct duration for Successive
notes, optionally including rests (pauses) between notes. The
users attention is focused on note duration by controls that
reproduce a specified sequence of notes and leave it to the
user to progress through the notes with user-selected dura
tions that reveal the corresponding melody.
FIG. 5 shows by example how musical note “C” could be
coded using color 1 (e.g. white), musical note “Chi (C
sharp) using color 2 (e.g. yellow), musical note "D" using
color 3 (e.g. orange) and so one. Figure demonstrates an
example of mapping between color coded tiles and different
notes on a piano keyboard. As an example alternative glyph
based coding scheme is also presented.
In some implementations, particular problems of musical
game play are solved. The problem of engaging a user with
the rhythm of a melody and providing feedback on whether
the rhythm is matched by the user's performance can be
Solved by providing a path of adjoining tiles coded to
indicate pitches, notes, frequencies or chords of a melody.
Responsive to this display, receiving Successive user selec
tions of the adjoining tiles with respective durations, scoring
whether the respective durations match the melody, and
providing feedback.
Wrapping the adjoining tiles around a continuous path can
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device, a combination of hardware, software and firmware

can produce a device or system that practices the method.

The system can further include the musical piece being
played while being hidden after setting the content of the
pattern, and the route being known, in which case the
musical piece is to be recognized if the touch is moved along
said route with touch rates that match durations of notes in
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the matrix.

Adjusting the size of the adjoining tiles and size of the
pattern to physical size and dimensions of the computer
display or touch screen available on same table, Smartphone
or similar devices can enhance the game play. FIG. 6 shows
examples of matrix like patterns with varying numbers of
rows and columns that could be used to display tiles in a
musical puzzle game. The actual dimensions of a pattern can
adapt to a physical size and dimensions of a computer
display or a touch screen available on some tablet, Smart
phone or similar device and user size preferences.
The game play disclosed can be implemented as a
method. On a touch screen tablet, Smart phone or similar

how features identified in this section can readily be com
bined with other sets of base features identified as imple
mentations.

can be selected with continuous touch on the touch screen.

FIGS. 7A-B show examples of different alternative ways
of setting up a random route between adjoining tiles in a
matrix like pattern. The route being unknown to user after
setting the content of the matrix and the musical piece to be
played in which case the route producing the musical piece
is to be solved by exploring different alternative paths within

Particular Implementations
In one implementation, a system is described for playing
musical pieces that includes an audio part (Such as a signal
processor or synthesizer), a touch screen and user interface
based on it and a control part with a memory and an
application. The melody of a plurality of musical pieces is in
the memory during use of the system. The application is
arranged, configured or adapted to produce on the screen a
pattern of adjoining tiles with varying coding schemes. The
tiles belong to a coded set of tiles (symbol set) and corre
spond to a defined frequency in a coding scheme being used.
The application is arranged control the audio part to generate
a sound with at least one defined frequency when a tile in the
pattern is touched. The application is arranged to place tiles
in the pattern so that variation in the frequency follows the
melody of a particular musical piece when a touch of the
tiles is moved along a defined route in the pattern. The
application is arranged to change content of the pattern
responsive to a user control so that new content corresponds
to a new musical piece.
This system and other implementations of the technology
disclosed can each optionally include one or more of the
following features and/or features described in connection
with additional systems disclosed. In the interest of concise
ness, the combinations of features disclosed in this applica
tion are not individually enumerated and are not repeated
with each base set of features. The reader will understand
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enhance this solution, so that tiles that have been selected

can be replaced by new tiles. The solution also can be
enhanced by using a touch screen with adjoining tiles that

4
On many tablets, Smart phones and similar devices, a user
interface program can be stored on a computer device
readable memory, Such that combining the interface pro
gram with the tablet or similar device enables the device to
practice or the method or to produce a system that practices
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the melody. It can include the pattern being a matrix, the
route being unknown after setting the content of the matrix
and the musical piece to be played is shown, in which case
the route producing this musical piece is to be solved by
exploring.
The system can also be further arranged to evaluate
whether durations of user touches at the tiles approximately
match the musical piece to be recognized and to provide
feedback to the user about his/her performance by showing
the evaluating result, or score. By approximately, we mean
having a similar duration. Differences in duration can pro
duce better scores (similar durations) and worse scores
(different durations). Differences can be calculated as ratios,
Such as a half note vs. a quarter note is 2:1. Close may be
+/-10 or 20 or 50 percent. Close may vary through the
musical piece, taking into account any variation in tempo as
a user plays faster or slower. Differences also may be
calculated in increments of time, such as a quarter note being
0.25 seconds and close being +/-0.10 or 0.15 or 0.20
seconds, regardless of the length of note. The parameters
chosen for closeness may vary by a selected expertise level.
The system can further include the route forming a closed
loop, and the application being further arranged to replace
the tiles already touched, from a starting point of the loop,
with new tiles during the touch being moved along the route

US 9,691.295 B2
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change content of the pattern responsive to a user
control so that new content corresponds to a new
musical piece.
2. The system according to claim 1, the musical piece to
be played being hidden after setting the content of the
pattern, and said route is known, in which case the musical
piece is to be recognized as the touch moves along said
known route.

3. The system according to claim 2, said application
further being arranged to:

10

evaluate whether durations of user touches at the tiles

match the musical piece to be recognized; and
provide feedback to the user about his/her performance by
showing a result or score of the evaluating.
4. The system according to claim 2, wherein the user
touches a tile using a finger, stylus or other actuator.
5. The system according to claim 2, wherein said route
forms a closed loop, and said application is further arranged
to replace some of the tiles that have been touched with new
tiles, while the touch on the screen moves along the loop so
that the musical piece in question continues when passing
the starting point on second and Subsequent loops.
6. The system according to claim 1, said pattern being a
matrix, said route being unknown after setting the content of
the matrix and the musical piece to be played is shown, in
which case the route producing this musical piece is to be
Solved by exploring.
7. A method of playing musical pieces, wherein melody of
a plurality of musical pieces has been stored in a memory,
the method comprising:
producing a pattern of tiles on a touch screen of a
computer device, the tiles in the pattern being provided
with codes that correspond to a sound with at least one
defined frequency, wherein the computer device is a
tablet or a Smart phone,
generating said Sound when a tile is touched,
placing tiles in the pattern so that variation in said Sound
follows the melody of a musical piece, when tiles are
touched along a defined route of adjoining tiles in the
pattern, playing speed depending only on progress of

part,
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evaluate whether the respective durations match the
musical piece, and
provide feedback to the user.
14. The system according to claim 13, wherein instruc
tions are further arranged to display the adjoining tiles on the
touch screen in a closed loop and to replace tiles that have
been selected with new tiles as the musical piece proceeds.
15. The system according to claim 13, wherein the adjoin
ing tiles are arranged on the touch screen to allow selection
with a continuous sliding touch of the touch screen.
16. A method that engages a user with a rhythm of a
musical piece and provides feedback on whether a user's
performance matches the rhythm, comprising:
executing instructions on a processor, providing a path of
adjoining tiles on touch screen of a computer device,
the tiles to be displayed with codes to indicate pitches,
notes, chords or frequencies of the musical piece,
wherein the computer device is a tablet or a smart
phone,
playing the pitches of the musical piece as a user selects
the adjoining tiles with respective durations of selec
tion, playing speed depending only on progress of said
Selection,

known route.

9. The method according to claim 7, said pattern being a
matrix, said route being unknown after setting the content of
the matrix and the musical piece to be played is shown, in
which case the route producing this musical piece is to be
Solved by exploring.
10. The method according to claim 8, further comprising:
evaluating whether durations of touching the tiles match
the musical piece to be recognized; and
providing feedback to the user about his/her performance
by showing a result or score of the evaluating.
11. The method according to claim 8, wherein said route
has been formed as a closed loop, and the method further
comprises replacing the tiles with new tiles as the user

wherein the processor is arranged to execute instructions
provide a path of adjoining tiles on said touch screen,
the tiles to be displayed with codes that indicate
pitches, notes, chords or frequencies of the musical
piece,
play the pitches of the musical piece as a user touches
the adjoining tiles with respective durations of
touches, playing speed depending only on progress

said touch, and

changing content of the pattern responsive to a user
control so that new content corresponds to a new
musical piece.
8. The method according to claim 7, the musical piece to
be played being hidden after setting the content of the
pattern, and said route is known, in which case the musical
piece is to be recognized as the user touches tiles along said

8
touches tiles along the route so that the musical piece in
question continues when passing the starting point.
12. The method according to claim 7, wherein the adjoin
ing tiles are arranged on the touch screen to allow continu
ous sliding touch along the tiles.
13. A system that engages a user with a rhythm of a
musical piece and provides feedback on whether a user's
performance matches the rhythm, comprising:
a touch screen of a computer device, wherein the com
puter device is a tablet or a Smart phone,
an audio part, and
a processor that controls the touch screen and the audio
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evaluating whether the respective durations match the
musical piece, and
providing feedback to the user.
17. The method according to claim 16, further including
providing a display of the adjoining tiles on the touch screen
in a closed loop and replacing tiles that have been selected
with new tiles as the musical piece proceeds.
18. The method according to claim 16, wherein the
adjoining tiles are arranged on the touch screen to allow
selection with a continuous sliding touch of the touch screen.
19. The method according to claim 16, wherein the tiles
can be rendered using varying geometric configurations.
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